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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Cafe Ciao from Southend-on-Sea. Currently, there are 12 meals
and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What Figarogir1 likes about Cafe Ciao:
We were searching for somewhere special to eat for our anniversary and came across the website for The

Harbour in Thorpe Bay. We live within walking distance but had not visited since the restaurant was Cafe Ciao.
The menus and photos looked good so we thought we would give it a try and definitely did not regret it. The staff
are welcoming and clearly passionate about the food and what they are doing. Every course (a... read more. The

restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in beautiful weather, And into the accessible
spaces also come visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What seaseaseasiders doesn't like about

Cafe Ciao:
Been regular visitors to ciaos for some time now but the new owners have now introduced a different menu

where prices for breakfast have massively increased from very reasonable to expensive. No discernible quality
difference and now looking poor value. Like supporting local businesses but will now eat elsewhere. Recommend
cafe Ciaos don’t take customers for granted in these tough times, even supposedly affluent Thor... read more. At
Cafe Ciao in Southend-on-Sea, you get a diverse brunch for breakfast and you can at will indulge, Furthermore,

you can get sweet treats, cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks here. Not to be
overlooked is also the extensive variety of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, Particularly fans of the
English cuisine are excited about the large selection of traditional menus and love the typical English cuisine.
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Desser�
MILKSHAKES

Halloum�
HALLOUMI

Ho� drink�
TEA

Sweet� & Dessert�
SALTED CARAMEL

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

COCKTAIL

Ingredient� Use�
BACON

CARAMEL

CHOCOLATE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

BURGER

FISH
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00-17:00
Tuesday 09:00-17:00
Wednesday 09:00-17:00
Thursday 09:00-17:00
Friday 09:00-17:00
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